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Doubling Down!
POLY PRINT: TWICE THE SIZE, DOUBLE THE
REVENUE, CREDITS CAPITALIZATION
Joe Genova

P

oly Print’s pursuit
of leadership in
the flexographic
printing and flexible
packaging industries has
been enduring, to say the
least.
At a time that now seems like yesterday,
the Genova family set out with one goal
in mind: to be the leading provider of all
food packaging and labels. This overarching objective paves the way for us to:

efforts. There are no signs of slowing
down for Poly Print!
Yes, 2020 has been riddled with uncertainty, crisis and a seemingly gloomy
outlook. The COVID-19 pandemic has
changed everyone’s lives around the
planet, creating unsettling feelings about
spending time in public, or even sharing a
meal with friends and family.

Staying competitive and
relevant and living up to
our vision will require
continual investment
in people, processes and
technology.
CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT
Knowing that packaging’s primary
purpose is to protect the product inside—
and in the case of food, to keep contents
safe from bacteria, viruses and the harsh
conditions it faces as it travels through diverse distribution channels—demand for
food safety has never been greater. Our

In the midst of such turmoil, flexible packaging has never been more important.

» Expand our service
» Assist our customers
» Create a thriving culture behind the
walls of our 80,000 sq. ft., Tucson,
AZ-based plant
Established in 1992, FTA member Poly
Print has developed a strong employee
culture and superior customer care to
help achieve this vision. The company,
having doubled its team, equipment
and sales revenue over the last five
years, has a great deal to show for its
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The exterior of Poly Print’s 80,000 sq. ft. plant located in Tucson, AZ. Inset: The plant in earlier years.
ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF POLY PRINT

purpose has never been clearer; these facts, though, do present a
unique set of challenges.
In perhaps our most notable accomplishment of 2020, and
debatably in company history, we earned a perfect 100/100 score
on this year’s unannounced SQF audit. Poly Print has been
SQF-certified since 2014 and received respectable scores in the
mid to high 90s every year. This year, however, in the midst of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we really battened down the hatches
and made food safety and packaging safety more important than
ever before.

2020 has marked another year of significant capital investments at Poly Print,
including the addition of a new 10-color Uteco Onyx press, which mirrors the
Onyx purchased in 2016.

Engineered Better
Anilox Sleeves Crafted
Specifically For
Your Budget,
Your Press,
Your Job.

If it’s your job to find
better ways to
offer great printing
at competitive prices, you
should have The ARC
ARChitects
hitects of Flexo on your team.
For more than 35 years our success has been built
on engineering a competitive edge for flexo printers.
ARC International focuses on giving you better:
Better control. Better options. Better margins.
Whether you prefer fiberglass or carbon fiber anilox
TM
sleeves from our High Graphics division, you can
be sure it will be crafted to exacting OEM specs.
Durable and lightweight as well as corrosion and
damage resistant, your sleeve will be precision
ground and fit perfectly with your mandrel, whether
steel or carbon fiber. ARC’s plasma coating provides
an excellent engraving surface for a full array of laser
engraved line counts and volumes.
Learn how you can
benefit from better
engineering. Contact
The ARChitects of Flexo
today and arrange for a
free press evaluation.

Per-job ink weighing and tracking will allow Poly Print to better track usage
and conduct more precise individual job costing.

The ARChitects of flexo
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Poly Print has a dedicated SQF team and a lead practitioner,

has reinvested more than $13,000,000 into the company, most

which are both managed by Elsie Genova, owner and corpo-

of this amount in just the last five years.

rate secretary. Industry experts have stated that statistically,

Spawning this growth was the company’s aggressive entry into

companies have approximately a 1 percent chance to earn a
perfect score, which places this accomplishment among our top
crowning moments.

several new markets, including bottle labels for water, laser-perforated packages for produce, pouches, compostable and
recyclable packaging, lidding, beverages and more. The success

Food safety is the main reason that food packaging exists,

of this effort was dependent entirely upon a sound business

a fact that the average consumer tends not to realize; many

plan, coupled with investments in new equipment, technology

simply do not think about the importance of packaging in

and people.

their lives and to the safety of their families. To the credit of

Building a strong team that shares the same core values as the

packaging, properly packaged foods are scientifically shown

company is never an easy task. Overall, Poly Print has found

to carry less foodborne illness, cause less food contamination,

that the combination of strong leadership, dedicated staff and

and provide end consumers with an overall healthier lifestyle.

relevant experience leads most directly to proper plan execu-

In today’s market, there are simply no alternatives that are as

tion. Our current team, for example, brings hundreds of years of

cost-effective, less harmful to environment, and as capable of

printing and packaging experience and provides a solid founda-

maintaining the integrity of the product.

tion for extraordinary customers and on-time deliveries.

APPLICATIONS ADDED

Over the last five years, Poly Print has expanded its direct
workforce to more than 100 people and established relation-

Poly Print has consistently grown at double-digit rates year over

ships with dozens more in terms of contractors, industry experts

year for the better part of the last decade, during which time it

and consultants. We continue to seek motivated individuals for

AutoMounter – So simple, your boss will use it!
Come test one at Infoflex Columbus – Booth 521

www.USFlexo.com
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experienced and entry-level positions throughout the company

These upgrades included a new washup system for faster

as we continue to grow.

changeover, all new quick-change doctor blades, upgrades to
the PLCs, auto registration and a new quality control system
from Grafikontrol. These additions gave Poly Print more

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
Five years ago, 2015, marked the start of what now seems like
a never-ending cycle of equipment installations and upgrades.
With the purchase of a Totani pouch machine, Poly Print

capacity to service existing and new customers, as well as
allowing faster setups and tighter quality control throughout
the production process.

became capable of servicing customers much faster than ever

The best was yet to come in 2016 with the purchase and

before. Lead time and 100 percent on-time delivery are the

installation of a new 10-color Uteco Onyx printing press. The

benchmarks for ideal service in this industry, and prior to having

new Onyx is 44-in. wide and can handle mid web slightly more

in-house pouch capabilities, meeting our customers’ time ex-

efficiently than its sister Emerald press, which measures 52-in.

pectations was a significant challenge. Today, Poly Print creates

This was a strategic decision that would help reduce plate cost

nearly 12,000,000 pouches a year and does not plan to stop

and setup cost.

there; we have made room for more machines and intend to fill
that space in the coming years.

Although the initial investment of new sleeves and anilox rollers
had to be considered, in the long run, the benefits of the new

In the same year, Poly Print expanded its slitting and converting

press size to the company and its customers outweighed this

capacity with the purchase of a new Bielloni slitter, a new plate

cost. It wasn’t long before the new press was up and running,

mounter from JM Heaford (with the ability to check TIR on

quickly filling up with new business. The press lived up to our

sleeves), and more than half a million dollars in upgrades to an

expectations with faster setups credited to Uteco’s Kiss&Go

existing 10-color Uteco Emerald Press.

technology and Grafikontrol’s auto registration. Little things like

When you put 8 plates in your current plate washer,
how many come out the other end?

8 in, 8 out!
Introducing the redesigned

Plate Washer

Come see us at Infoflex Columbus – Booth 620
Quality flexo products for your safety and efficiency

www.USFlexo.com
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Above and top right: The new regenerative thermal oxidizer. Right,
Installation of a Preco laser perforation machine in 2019 increased
Poly Print’s ability to supply its customers quickly, competitively and
with the newest laser technology.

“fast stop” allow us to make press pulls with less waste
and in much less time.
Not long after the installation of the new press, it
became evident that production bottlenecks existed in
the slitting and converting departments, even with the
recent installation of the new slitter. Without much time
to catch our breath, we purchased another new slitter
from French manufacturer DCM that was much different than any of the others at Poly Print.
For starters, it has a top mechanical speed of 2,600 fpm, double
that of any of our other slitters. The single largest game-changer
is the double turrets on the rewind, which allows complete setups between sets in under two minutes. This technology lets the
operator safely set up and position cores for the next set while
the machine is running. When the set is complete the turret
cycles, automatically cuts the film, and then begins running the
next set. The output from this machine is three times that of
any of our other slitters, so understandably its price was much
higher than the other slitters.
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Now armed with a new pouch machine, upgraded printing press,
new press, new plate mounter and two new slitters, it was time
to set our sights on expanding our capabilities and services even
further, into laser perforation. Gaining this capability in-house
was the next logical step for Poly Print: we were already supplying laser-perforated roll stock to the market, but the laser-scoring function was being outsourced.
Demand for this feature was reaching a point where outsourcing
was not a sustainable model to guarantee quick and competitive delivery. Laser perforation is primarily used in produce

applications: tiny holes nearly invisible to the naked eye are
created in a package surface by a precision laser, which allows
the product to “breathe” (release carbon dioxide, which all
plants do throughout their life cycles) at a certain OTR (oxygen
transmission rate), allowing some CO2 to actually pass through
the package.
This “breathing” increases shelf life and substantially reduces
food waste; this is why produce in laser-perforated packaging
maintains freshness much longer than, for example, fruits and
vegetables sold “loose” in grocery store produce sections. Many
people do not even realize that plants release carbon dioxide,
a compound that contributes to global warming and climate
change. In fact, extending the shelf life of plants through laser
perforation and packaging technology ultimately helps reduce
the amount of CO2 emitted into the air.
Several reputable manufactures of laser technology exist in the
market, and after much deliberation, we finally chose Preco,
a well-known, established laser manufacturer in the flexible
packaging market whose expertise, equipment and service made
it an ideal choice. With our new laser capabilities, we can create
holes as small as 60-μm., depending on the film structure. Since
most laser holes are smaller than the human eye can see, we also
installed the latest QC technology that allows us to measure the
size of the holes, as well as the air-flow rates through them.
Installation of the laser perforation machine in 2019 increased
our ability to supply our customers quickly, competitively and
with the newest laser technology. The installation and learning
curve have been short and smooth, which we credit both to
in-house expertise and the help of Preco, and we intend to continue our growth in this market for years to come.
CAPITALIZATION CONTINUES
We have no intention of stopping here: 2020 has marked another year of significant capital investments, including the addition
of a new 10-color Uteco Onyx press, which mirrors the Onyx
purchased in 2016, new building expansions for the storage
of raw materials and inks, and the purchase of a new 30,000
CFM RTO (Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer) from Ship & Shore
Environmental Inc.
The new press couldn’t have come at a better time: very recent
increases in demand for flexible packaging have stemmed from
the combination of consumers spending more time in grocery
stores and many packaging providers exploring opportunities to
bring packaging supply back to domestic sources.
Increased tariffs and the uncertainty of China-based supply
lines, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, have also led many companies to reconsider their relationships to overseas markets.

Choosing Uteco made sense for us, since we had already had a
positive experience with the first Onyx press, and having two
presses from the same product family would allow equipment
continuity across the plant.
Operator training will also be minimized, and the ability to share
parts across machines combined with various maintenance, service and scheduling synergies made the Onyx a practical choice.
This purchase and installation did not come without a sad
sentiment, however: to make room for the new Onyx, we had
to retire the very first press that was purchased under Genova
ownership. Purchased in 1993 and dedicated to Joseph Genova,
as indicated by a handprint on a plaque proudly displayed on
the machine, the 6-color Schiavi press helped Poly Print make
its mark early on in the industry and continued its service for
more than two decades until finally being decommissioned in
November 2019.
Despite being mechanically identical to our existing Onyx press,
the new model comes with a few more bells and whistles than
its 2016 predecessor. For example, per-job ink weighing and
tracking will allow us to better track ink usage and conduct more
precise individual job costing, in addition to directly assisting
operators by automatically notifying them when any ink color
runs low during production. This feature will also save time and
money by preventing anilox starvation, which occurs when ink
runs out completely and creates excessive waste and downtime.
Other new features we are looking forward to capitalizing upon
are the new and improved unwind and rewind turrets.
While we opted for automatic shaftless unwinds on the first
Onyx, we chose semi-automatic, shafted rewinds and unwinds
on the new Onyx, a system originally designed for Uteco’s larger
press model, the Diamond. This configuration is designed to
handle heavier rolls and faster production due to its intuitive design for locking and positioning the shafts automatically in place.
Our company history has shaped who we are today, and we
know that staying competitive and relevant and living up to our
vision will require continual investment in people, processes
and technology. Despite the cost and time involved in this effort,
the risk to Poly Print of not doing it is far greater: the market
demands it, our customers expect it, and it is exactly what we
intend to do to remain a leader in flexographic printing and
flexible packaging. n

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joe Genova is vice president at Poly
Print Inc. The family owned firm specializes in flexible packaging
production for a variety of applications, including food, beverage,
pet food and nutraceuticals. The company, founded in 1992,
operates out of a 807,000 sq. ft. facility and employees 100+ people.
Learn more about Poly Print at www.polyprint.com.
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